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“Oh, but then again, this was just his ex-girlfriend and not your actual stepmother.
Though I’d like to know, did you ask that woman if you or your father was better
in bed? Hahaha.”

Henry slapped his thigh as he chortled. The louder he laughed, the more
unpleasant Zane’s expression became.

Then, he suddenly pounced on Jasper, taking everyone back with this
unexpected reaction.

Jasper’s brow arched. Without Julian here, he could only take a step back and
find a weapon he could use as quickly as possible.

Henry made a weird sound. Terrified that Zane would do something to Jasper, he
grabbed a ceramic plate and shattered it against the table, ready to hurt Zane
before Zane could hurt Jasper.

Even Mitch’s brows twitched. Following that, a beautiful shine flared in his eyes
as he looked at Zane who was pouncing on Jasper.

Everything would be great if Zane went mad and got rid of Jasper right now.

Zane would be doomed, but Mitch would walk out of this unscathed. Not to
mention that Mitch would also have a huge problem like Jasper resolved for
good.

In an instant, Zane, whom he had looked down on all this while, suddenly
became a grand figure in his eyes. Mitch even felt the urge to cheer Zane on.

This was how a lackey was supposed to act.



Yet… something no one expected happened.

Zane had indeed pounced.

Although, it was not to hurt Jasper.

Instead, the man fell to his knees with a thud in front of Jasper.

He reached out to grab Jasper’s thigh, beginning to sob and wail. “I’m sorry, Mr.
Jasper. I’m sorry, I shouldn’t have offended you and I shouldn’t have caused you
trouble. It’s all my fault. I’m f*cking stupid! I’m the blind fool who doesn’t know
better.”

Zane then lifted his hand to slap himself harshly.

The slaps were strong, for it immediately caused blood to seep out the corner of
Zane’s mouth and his cheek was already swollen red.

“But please, Mr. Jasper, please have mercy! Don’t leak the news out, my dad will
actually beat me to death if he finds out!

“Please, save me this once, please! I won’t offend you again!”

Henry gulped with a weird look in his eyes when he took in the sight of Zane
wailing and begging for mercy.

These young masters from Harbor City were all arrogant people. People like
Zane only picked on Jasper for one reason.

Jasper did not come from a formidable family, so they looked down on him.
People like Zane trample over people like Jasper to prove how sophisticated they
were.



Among the circle of trust fund babies, their reputation and image mattered the
most whenever they quarreled among themselves. They would admit defeat, but
no one had truly begged another for mercy before.

While Zane’s background was no match to the young masters of the four richest
families, Zane was technically still a trust fund baby who had never kneeled and
begged for mercy even when Henry gave him the worst beating.

After all, everyone was from a wealthy family where reputation and dignity came
first. Lives would not be taken anyway, so no one would beg for mercy at the risk
of being mocked by other trust fund babies.

Yet, the reality was right before Henry’s eyes.

Zane, a vile, shameless, disgusting, and abominable man who was known for
being stubborn had been reduced to kneeling and begging in front of Jasper! He
was a mess now!


